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Using your Remzy Weighted Blanket
Stage One

Some people can use their Remzy Weighted Blankets right out of the package, others find
they prefer to gradually introduce the weight of their Remzy.
Start by only using a portion of your Remzy directly on your body. Allow the remainder of
the blanket to lie on or flow off of the bed or couch. Many find that turning the blanket
horizontally across only their torso and legs is the easiest way to introduce the weight of
the blanket.

Stage Two

Looking for more weight?

As you become
accustomed to the
weight of your Remzy
you may turn the
blanket vertically to
introduce more weight
as the blanket rests on
your body.

Remzy Weighted Blankets are
sized for personal use. For best
results, each person should
have their own blanket.
Important Safety Warnings:

• Not for use by children under 5 years or 50 pounds.

• Not for use by anyone who can’t readily put it on
or take it off of themselves.
• Do not cover the head or face.
• Do not use the blanket as a forcible restraint.
• Not for use on pets for thunderstorm fear or other anxiety.
• If you have any concerns about using Remzy with your
medical conditions, check with your
healthcare provider.

RemzyTM is a division of

Some people find that 12 lbs is not
enough weight for them.
If you are seeking additional weight,
you can fold your Remzy to double
the amount of weight being applied
to a specific area of your body or
use 2 blankets.

The Remzy weighted blanket
is recommended by Dr. Michael
Breus, The Sleep Doctor TM.
Dr. Breus is a board-certified sleep expert who
has appeared on national TV hundreds of times on
shows such as Dr. Oz, Oprah and The Today Show.
“I worked with the makers of the Remzy weighted
blanket, incorporating into its design
. my 20 years of
knowledge and experience in helping people get better
rest. The Remzy weighted blanket is outstanding in its
ability to improve sleep and relaxation which can
lead to better overall health.
I’ve designed a web-based sleep program to help Remzy
owners get the most benefit from their blankets.

Danbury, CT 06810

Visit getremzy.com and enter the access code found inside the package for your
Remzy Weighted Blanket to activate your FREE “7 Nights to Better Sleep” program by Dr. Breus.

